Wells Petroglyph Preserve

Tour # 9 – Driving/Walking Tour to the “Key Rock”
Docent Guidelines 1 ½ Hour
DESCRIPTION
Please bring shade and binoculars to use on this tour.

SIGN
#
KEY
ROCK

•

A

•

Docents: LETTERS are posted to guide you through this tour. You will see NUMBER
references that match the numbers posted from tours 2 and 3 to assist you in orienting
to the appropriate text.
Drive or walk up road from the Preserve gate several hundred feet to the signs KEY
ROCK and A on the left.

•

Look up slope to your left and notice the 2 huge human footprints; these are likely
Archaic in time. Talk about the Archaic period.

•

Look up to the left face of the large central rock and see “an elk in a snowstorm” image.
Elk were a source of food and cultural identity for the Puebloan people. The majestic
animals did and still do live on Mesa Prieta. This elk is surrounded by ritual pecking.

•

Look up-slope at a complex Ancestral Puebloan (Pueblo IV) panel with many elements
including a ceremonial human figure with a head dress (anthropomorph) that appears to
be a birthing figure with the fetus shown inside the body, a fully pecked war club, a
turtle, long snakes and other figures.

•

Talk about the Ancestral Puebloan period.

•

The circle with internal spiral lines at the lower right is thought by researchers to be a
solar calendar as evidenced during the Spring and Fall Equinox. Notice the smaller
pointed boulder in front near the circle. At sunrise, this boulder casts a shadow across
the circle as shown in the diagram.

•

Native American Sun Watchers observed patterns on rocks over many years to
determine the exact spot to mark important times like the solstices and equinoxes. The
people would then know important days such as the shortest day of the year – the day
when the sun would begin to return, when to plant or harvest and when to do certain
ceremonies.

PHOTOS
Please bring a shade and binoculars
for guests.
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•

Ron Barber, a Los Alamos scientist, has done extensive studies on the Wells Preserve
of images that are computer modeled and found to coincide with the summer or winter
solstices or the spring or fall equinoxes.
IF OUR GUESTS ARE ABLE, WALK INTO TOUR 4 “CEREMONIAL TRAIL”
Walk a short distance to marker #1. This Ancestral Pueblo figure is an infilled
quadruped, perhaps a rabbit (note the outlined ears) or perhaps an ungulate.

B

•
•

1

•

The “ears” may have been added at a separate time.

B

•

Walk through the entry boulders and towards the large boulder on the left. This large
boulder has panels on three sides.

•

The panel facing you is quite remarkable in that three Ancestral Pueblo ceremonial
figures are portrayed. Talk about Ancestral Pueblo/Pueblo IV images and cultural time
period.

•

The first figure on the left is a large headed ceremonial figure with a prominent feather
head dress. In the center is a prominent shield bearer without arms.

•

The figure on the right appears to have a two horned Awanyu serpent crossing his
midsection; the anthropomorph’s hands appear to be holding implements of some type,
perhaps those used in a dance.

•

Native American visitors to the Preserve have indicated the Snake Dance, common in
the Hopi Culture, was once performed regularly in the Tewa Culture. The implement in
the figure’s left hand appears to be a forked stick that may be a snake handling tool.

•

At the top of the boulder is a small, fully infilled Spanish lion, one of half a dozen or so
found on the Wells Petroglyph Preserve. Just to the left of the lion is a Christian Cross,
both Post-Contact images.

•

A heavily repatinated late Archaic tailed circle and snake appear at the lower right of
this panel. This panel depicts three Cultural time periods.
If our guests are able, bring them around to the right to the back side of this large
boulder.

2

•
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•

This mountain lion is somewhat stylized with his front paws raised
and his head erect. Both mountain lions and heraldic Spanish lions
are found in the Wells Petroglyph Preserve iconography. The former
is a Pueblo IV image and the latter, likely Spanish and perhaps
representing a Spanish Crest of Arms or shield.

•

Circles of lichen are on the lion image.

•
•

Mountain lions still live on Mesa Prieta. Recorders see their tracks.
If possible, move further to the left around to the south side of the
boulder.

•

A very faint image with mineral wash is seen on the corner of another
ceremonial figure. Note a second Spanish lion above the figure. The
Spanish lions typically are shown with fore legs stretched forward, face
toward the observer and tail curled over the animal’s back.

•

Further to the left, a very large infilled flute player fills half the panel
with a female figure on the right. A water bird, snake and small
Anthropomorph that may represent a mountain lion can also be seen
on this side.
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B
3

B
3

•

Step to the right of the Ceremonial Boulder and look down the slope to the right of the
descending trail at an animal flute player. You will recognize this flute player as the
MPPP logo. Binoculars will help.

•

Animal flute players are numerous on the Wells Petroglyph Preserve; this one is by far
the most precisely and stylishly executed.

•

While animal flute players have been found elsewhere in New Mexico, The Wells
Preserve has by far the largest number consolidated in one area.

•

The stars are another mystery; they could be stars that were converted to Christian
crosses after the Spanish came. Or they could be crosses made to dilute the power of
the images.

•

Studies indicate this image is a mid-day Equinox Marker. The upper boulder casts a
shadow at mid-day following the contour of the flute players back and tail.

•

Notice a boat shaped image above.

•
•

The Stage Coach route from Espanola to Lyden ran through this draw.
As you look over the small valley, notice the flat boulder at your feet on the edge of the
slope.

•

You see another shield figure and a large-fingered image that may be a female with hair
whorls in a birthing position – or it may be a phallic male. Again ambiguity of gender.

•

A snake spans this rock and the broken rock on the slope side. The snake image was
made prior to the rock being broken.

•

Other abstract images are on this highly polished boulder.

•

The observer can draw his own conclusions but we have no way of knowing the
meaning of many of these images.
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C

•

Drive or walk further up the road. At a group of small trees on the right, stop and look to
the right at a huge boulder.

•

These mostly Puebloan images include an upside down anthropomorph on the left. It is
thought that upside-down humans may represent death. A small mammal, perhaps a
canine is at his side.

•

To the right is a very well made inscription “Delfino Chacon, March 17, 19__.”

•

At the lower portion of this huge panel are three quadrupeds. While all three have long
tails and two have a line extending from between the ears, we do not know what they
represent.

•

Ungulate forms often are depicted with cloven hooves or perhaps horns or antlers.

•

IF OUR GUESTS ARE ABLE, PARK NEAR THE OUTHOUSE AND WALK UP SLOPE
TO THE LEFT.
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On the tall boulders to your right or north, note this busy hunting scene. Two ungulates
and a bird are on the panel, a small but prominent shield bearing human and a stick
human in the upper right corner. A long spear is directly under the left ungulate and two
arrows are displayed as well.

•

Look to the left of this alcove for other images. On the boulder over your head is a welldefined spear and two war clubs. The upper one has a loop above the club, the lower
one seems to have its handle attached flush to the club.

•

These figures clearly contribute to the shrine of war, hunting and fertility that dominates
this rise.

•

Now turn around and follow the trail and arrows up the hill to your right. This is a good
opportunity to look about the mesa and the valley and river below and imagine how it
was hundreds and even thousands of years ago.

D

•

Stop at the large boulder on your left and study the dark surface a bit.

5

•

An image of a possible birthing scene is on the top of rock to the east. The figure has
hair whorls and a fetus or products of conception appear to be dropping over the edge
of the boulder. On the right is an infilled “comma or apostrophe” like figure that may
represent a sprouting seed – a symbol of fertility. Two small human figures are on
either side of the female figure; these possibly could represent fetuses or new-born
infants. Could they also represent the Native American “war twins”?

•

Also on the top of rock appear to be grinding slicks and cupules, all with heavy
repatination. Both are thought to be ceremonial.

•

Grinding slicks are frequent features found on Mesa Prieta. It may be that the act of
grinding the stone was sacred or of ceremonial importance. Their use may have been
for grinding grains and nuts for food substance much like better known metatés are
used. Many grinding slicks were used for sharpening stone tools. Not all slicks are
horizontal.

•

War clubs are on this boulder as well as boulders nearby.

D
6
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•

Note the emphasis on fertility and war images in this cluster of boulders – a total of what
may be nine war clubs, two spear points, two spears, two possible birthing scenes, two
possible fetuses and an apostrophe figure. In Pueblo IV rock images, these themes
seem to accompany each other.

•

You have entered a very significant complex on the Wells Preserve; most of the
boulders on this knoll on both sides of the road carry images of war, fertility and hunting
– a very significant shrine for the Native American people.

•

Step around the trees and up slope.

•

On the low rectangular rock to your right, note the very dark, hard-to-see images. Two
serpents appear to share a common head; one is totally repatinated and difficult to see,
the other is somewhat lighter and might have been added at a later time period.

•

A cupule, some Archaic lines and some curious images that are thought to represent
female vulvas are also heavily repatinated.

•

This boulder fits in with others in this complex which seems to be an area of fertility.

•

Initials have been placed at a later time.
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•

The boulder at the south side of this clearing has elements placed on several sides. A
plant form with a curved base may represent plants growing in an area that collects
moisture. This feature may represent maize or a corn stalk.

•

On the other side of the boulder note the darker Archaic images of joined diamonds and
an infilled disc.

•

Two Post-Contact crosses were placed at a later date; one is superimposed over an
arc.

•

As with this image, superimposition of images is common over time and between
cultural applications.

•

Adding to a petroglyph panel may extend a story or elaborate a point. We do not know
why later peoples placed images over earlier ones.

•

Some instances of Post-Contact images being placed over older petroglyphs are
present on the Preserve. Usually these are respectfully placed to the side however
occasionally they deface an earlier image.

D

•

Continue up slope to the huge boulder at the crest.

10

•

This enormous boulder is one of the most complex on the Wells Preserve. Dozens of
petroglyphs have been placed here over thousands of years, in many cases the more
recent superimposed over the older images.

•

Let your eyes adjust and begin to pick out the many images. Concentric circles and war
clubs are present. A cluster of cupules can be seen as well as individual cupules.

•

Look carefully at the two horned serpent, Awanyu, on the upper right. It’s tail becomes
an elaborate spiral. Notches cut into the upper edge of the boulder are verified to be a
winter solstice feature; as the sun rises on dates of solstice, a ray of light perforates
through the notches bisecting this spiral below. Note the notches are at the tips of the
two horned serpent.

D
9
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•

A female figure with a large, infilled human footprint that appears to be resting on her
head; serpents including one spanning the boulder top to bottom, circles and dozens
of other features are carved into the surface of this very prominent boulder.

•

81 separate elements or petroglyphs are on the boulder including five two horn
serpents, four snakes, six human foot prints, five human hand prints, 18 cupules and
many more.

•

Six Christian crosses were added during the Post-Contact period.

•

Can you imagine the task recorders undertook to document this magnificent boulder
by drawing and photographing the images? More significantly, can you image the time
invested in making the dozens of images on this boulder?

•

Think about the geology of the area – an alluvial mesa towering 1000 feet above where
we are now standing. A mesa topped with hardened lava that emerged from fissures in
the earth just south of the Colorado border then cut over eons by the Rio Grande.

•

The area from the base of Mesa Prieta to the river is flat and fertile. Crops have been
grown here for over a thousand years. The landscape changes with history and with
culture.

•

Think about what you are learning from the petroglyphs and the people who made
them and how they might have affected the cultural landscape.

Cont.
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E
12

F
13

•

Walk back out to the road and look at the boulders across from you.

•

A number of probable war clubs are carefully executed and deeply pecked. One
resembles a dragonfly.

•

Above on the slope to the left of the tree is an anatomically correct female; above that is
an image resembling a Spanish Coat of Arms. These images are better seen from trail
above.

•

Walk a short way up the road and look at the right behind the juniper.

•

This figure is one of the most noteworthy on the Wells Petroglyph Preserve. Although
we do not know the meaning of the petroglyph, this unique and carefully executed
ceremonial image has been interpreted as a birthing scene, a celestial scene of the sun
and moon and other suggestions. Whatever this image depicts, it is extraordinary in its
detail.

•

Note the scattered and well defined peck marks around the image; this is considered to
be “Ritual Pecking”.

Continue up the road noting petroglyphs as you pass. On right side of road are several
interesting elements that suggest modern emblems. One resembling an octopus, could
represent a union or balance between the snake and sun deities.
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H 1

•

Up high on the ridge to the right is a cluster of elk including a bull, likely a cow and calf.

•

Animals are common subjects used by the Ancestral Puebloans. Elk, deer, bear,
mountain lions and coyotes and foxes frequented and still live on the mesa.

•

•

Walk or drive and park to the left above the elk family boulder and entrance to
Tour 2; See Sign H. Walk from Sign H and the green fence post to #1 on the
overlook of Tour 3 – Flute Player Hollow. Please stay to the left of the wattles to
reduce erosion.
Stop at sign # 1

•

On your left is a large boulder with an arrow and two “P” letters, likely Post-Contact.

•

On the next boulder is a striking lizard image, large and bright; a spoked circle is below.
On the far left of the same boulder is a bright angled line. We don’t know the meaning
of these figures however the image appears in all cultural time periods.

•

Look down towards the “bowl” and in the fore ground, see a vertical branched line and
an unidentified mammal. Categorizing such images is challenging as the creature
appears to be an ungulate eating vegetation, it has a long tail (perhaps a horse or
donkey) and its feet are hard to discern. Cloven feet generally indicate a deer or elk.

•

Further down the slope is a brown colored boulder with an anthropomorph figure. Note
how the arms and legs are widespread. The groin area is inverted indicating this figure
is female. Her posture and form indicate she may be a birthing figure.
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H -2

I

•

Now walk along the rim to H-2 near the power pole. Use binoculars to view these
images.

•

Look down into the bowl at the many huge boulders with prominent, mostly Pueblo IV
figures. A long, low reddish boulder mid-slope has five figures: the second figure from
the right is an armadillo flute player (one of many animal flute players on Mesa Prieta
and the only ones known in New Mexico); one bow hunter is to the right and two figures
on the left hold clubs. The last two figures have emphasized development of the leg
muscling that may represent leggings.

•

On another reddish boulder up the slope is an anthropomorph with two canine figures, a
shield and a human figure with waving arms.

•

Flute players are marked with a stake with a flag attached; these are placed for use with
the annual Flute Player Tour each October. Three in a row can be seen ahead of us.

•

Many of the flute players are animal flute players with ant-like bodies, tails, canine forms
and even the armadillo! The Wells Petroglyph Preserve has more animal flute-players
than any other known site in New Mexico.

•

One panel depicts a water bird with wings outstretched and a tiny flute player facing left.

•

Other magnificent images you may see include rayed circles, shield figures and
serpents. These images are included in Tour # 3 – Flute Player Hollow.

•

Return to the road, please stay on the trail to reduce erosion.

•

Walk or drive up the road past the homes to an area with a concrete structure and
culvert. Park here and walk to the left a short distance to the designated viewing
area below the “Key Rock”. The trail is marked with small cairns.
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•

Look upward at this majestic boulder perched precipitously on the hill. At least 35
images are carved into the face.

•

One of the most prominent images is what appears to be a water bird on the left.
Images of water birds are common on the lower edge of the mesa, near the Rio Grande
that flows below.

•

Water images also include the three vertical zig zag figures that likely are snakes or
perhaps lightning, deeply pecked and prominent on the panel. Both serpents and
lightning help bring rain and are thought to be associated with water, again perhaps
related to the closeness of the river.

•

The pyramid-like image on the lower right is thought to resemble Hopi iconography and
is a cloud terrace.

•

Water birds, rain clouds and serpents – all symbols of water and perhaps the power of
this panel.

•

Two mammals and a partial human can be seen low on the panel.

•

At the lower left is a very small, well executed flute player. To the left of the flute player
may be an image of a carrying basket – perhaps a harvest basket.

•

As you stand here underneath this significant boulder, look at the river, the bosque and
mountains beyond. In the hills between are gravel mulch fields where crops were
grown and a near-by shrine to assure their success.

•

When Katherine Wells first came to this land, this was the environment she stepped
into. She immediately knew her future goal in life was to protect this land and the
hundreds to thousands of petroglyphs she discovered. She became the Founder of
MPPP and continues to work towards this goal every day. Her home is below us on the
mesa.

•

NO ONE IS ALLOWED TO WALK UP TO THE KEY ROCK
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•

THIS CONCLUDES TOUR 9 – WALKING/DRIVING TOUR TO THE KEY ROCK

•

For an emergency, dial 911. Give dispatcher the following directions:

•

Turn west off Highway 68 at the Lyden/La Canova turn off between mile markers
11 and 12. Proceed 2.2 miles on County Road 0057 continuing south around the
90 degree turn. The Wells Petroglyph Preserve is at a large turn-out on the left
side of the road. If the gate across the road is locked, inform the dispatcher that
the key to the gate is in a sock at the left end of the top gate bar.

•

Proceed up the road a short distance to where the docent will meet you. If you
have reached the first home on the right, you have gone too far.

MPPP Key Rock Tour 3-24-2020
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